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BlackRock, run by very rich person Larry Fink, is the world’s largest asset manager. It has
$10 trillion in things like stocks, which gives it a huge amount of power over the people who
run the companies whose shares it owns.

It also owns a fair chunk of all the real estate in the country — BlackRock was once an
owner of Stuyvesant Town and Peter Cooper Village — so maybe it’s even your landlord. But
this is not why BlackRock is famous right now.

BlackRock is going viral on TikTok today because it has something more valuable to the
average New Yorker than all the stocks and apartment complexes in its massive portfolios: a
free place to pee in New York City.

TikTok user Txsana — who appears to be having a good time exploring the city’s tourist
traps, God bless her — apparently took to the financial behemoth and, undaunted, urinated
on its property unmolested for her money or time. Good for her.

The video, which helpfully provides the company’s 53rd Street address, pans across its
atrium and Starbucks.

Txsana notes that it’s also a nice place to sit and warm up when it’s cold. There’s an audio
clip of a woman saying, “You guys can all judge me if you want, but I do not care. I have
never, ever been happier!” Since it was posted last night, it has been viewed 376,500 times
and received nearly 61,000 likes.

I can confirm this is a nice place to sit, and it’s usually not very crowded after the lunch hour,
especially in winter. I reached out to the BlackRock PR team for comment on this, but by
press time they’d decided to hold it in. Avid Disney fans spent hours queuing up at Disney
World in Florida to get their hands on some limitededition merchandise - and one man
decided to generously give away the sought-after product. TikToker Jason Martin
(@tattoodisneydad) who is a local Disney fan was one of the many people who had their eye
on the rare popcorn buckets shaped like the pink dragon Figment - a character that his mum
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has loved "pretty much her whole life" so decided to queue up to purchase two of them.
"She's had two different dogs named Figment, and her birthday happened to be the day
before," Martin told Insider.

"I thought, 'What a perfect gift to go and get her this bucket and have it when she gets to
Florida.'"

There are plenty of apps available for this service which means that you can always find an
app that allows you to promote your content in any way you want to.

This means that buying followers or buying TikTok likes is not classified as a violation and
there is no way to accuse people of doing anything.

No, it’s not illegal to buy followers on TikTok in Australia because some apps don’t allow you
to promote yourself in a certain way and there are some features that cannot be used.

But those apps do not break the law because they don’t violate any rules or terms of use.

If you do not break the rules, then you will never get in trouble. Just take a look at the TikTok
app store, you’ll see that there are hundreds of apps where you can buy TikTok followers in
the UK.

Some of the apps offer discounts which make this business legal because there is no way to
prove anything was bought or sold even if someone has 50 million likes on their video
content.

The number of likes appears by magic, but it doesn’t mean that you actually have that many
people following your account.
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